A proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method is applied to a usual finite volume element (FVE) formulation for parabolic equations such that it is reduced to a POD FVE formulation with lower dimensions and high enough accuracy. The error estimates between the reduced POD FVE solution and the usual FVE solution are analyzed. It is shown by numerical examples that the results of numerical computation are consistent with theoretical conclusions. Moreover, it is also shown that the reduced POD FVE formulation based on POD method is both feasible and highly efficient.
Introduction
Many physical phenomena of the natural environment, engineering equipments, and living organisms, such as the proliferation of gas, the infiltration of liquid, the conduction of heat, and the spread of impurities in semiconductor materials, are described with parabolic equations. It is not easy to find their exact solutions for practical engineering problems. On the contrary, it is an efficient approach for finding their numerical solutions. The finite volume element (FVE) method (see [1] [2] [3] ), called box method (see [4] ) earlier, discretize the integral form of conservation law of differential equation by choosing linear or bilinear finite element space as trial space and also called generalized difference method (see [5, 6] ) in China, can keep the conservation law of mass or energy. It has higher accuracy than finite difference method and keeps the same accuracy as finite element method but is simpler and more convenient than the finite element method. So it is regarded as one of the most effective numerical methods and its theory has been established very well and widely applied to finding numerical solutions of different types of partial differential equations, for example, second order elliptic equations and parabolic equations (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ). However, some usual FVE formulations for parabolic equations include too many degrees of freedom. Thus, an important problem is how to alleviate the computational load and save time for calculations and resource demands in the computational process in a way that guarantees a sufficiently accurate numerical solution.  u t − △u = f (x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ Ω, t ∈ (0, T ], u(x, y, 0) = u 0 (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω, u(x, y, t) = 0, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω, t ∈ (0, T ], (2.1) where u represents the unknown function, u t = ∂u ∂t , △ = ∂ 2 ∂x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂y 2 , source term f (x, y, t) ∈ L 2 (Ω) and initial condition u 0 (x, y) ∈ W 3,p (Ω) (p > 1) are two given functions.
The Sobolev spaces used in this context are standard (see [32] ). Let U = H 1 0 (Ω). Then, the variational formulation for Problem (I) can be written as follows.
Problem (II). Find u ∈ H 1 ((0, T ); L 2 (Ω)) ∩ L 2 ((0, T ); U) such that  (u t , v) + a(u, v) = (f , v), ∀v ∈ U, u(x, y, 0) = u 0 (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω, (2.2) where a(u, v) = (∇u, ∇v), (·, ·) denotes the inner product in L 2 (Ω).
In order to get the numerical solution of FVE for Problem (II), it is necessary to introduce a FVE approximation for the spatial variable of Problem (II) and to approximate the time derivative with difference quotient.
Firstly, let {ℑ h } be a uniformly regular family of triangulation ofΩ (see [33] [34] [35] [36] ), where h is the maximum length of all the sides.
The following definition will be used throughout this paper. 
Definition 1.
We use PQ to denote the line segment with end-points P and Q on the plane, which may bear a direction from P to Q when e.g. it is a path of line integral. We also identify PQ with the corresponding vector of R 2 in the usual sense. Its length is denoted by |PQ |.
Next, we construct a dual decomposition ℑ * h related to ℑ h . Let P 0 be a node of a triangle, P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) the adjacent nodes of P 0 , and M i the midpoint of P 0 P i (cf. Fig. 1 ). Choose a point Q i in an element △P 0 P i P i+1 (P 7 = P 1 ) and connect successively M 1 , Q 1 , . . . , M 6 , Q 6 , M 1 to form a polygonal region K * P 0 , called a dual element. The modification of the definition is obvious when P 0 is on the boundary. All the dual elements constitute a new decomposition, called a dual decomposition (or a dual grid). Q i is called a node of the dual decomposition. The following two dual decompositions are most important for the triangulation ℑ h :
(1) Barycenter dual decomposition. Take the barycenter Q i of the triangle △P 0 P i P i+1 as the node of the dual decomposition, as shown in Fig. 1 .
(2) Circumcenter dual decomposition. Assume that the interior angles of any element of ℑ h are not greater than 90 • . Then, take the circumcenter Q i of the element △P 0 P i P i+1 as the node of the dual decomposition. Now Q i Q i+1 is the perpendicular bisector of P 0 P i+1 (see Fig. 2 ).
In what follows we denote by Ω h the set of the nodes of the decomposition ℑ h ,Ωh = Ω h \ ∂Ω the set of the interior nodes, and Ω * h the set of the nodes of the dual decomposition ℑ * h . For Q ∈ Ω * h , K Q denotes the triangular element containing Q . Let S KQ (or S Q ) and S * P 0 be the areas of the triangular element K Q and the dual element K * P 0 , respectively. It is easy to check that if ℑ h and ℑ * h are quasi-uniform (cf. [33] [34] [35] ), then there exist constants c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 > 0 independent of h such that
3)
4)
It can be easily shown that (2.3) is actually a necessary and sufficient condition for the triangulation ℑ h to be quasiuniform. Besides, for barycenter and circumcenter dual decompositions, (2.4) can be deduced from (2.3) . In what follows we always assume that the decomposition is quasi-uniform. The trial function space U h chosen as the linear element space related to ℑ h is the set of all the functions u h satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) u h | K ∈ P 1 , namely u h is a linear function of x and y on each triangular element K ∈ ℑ h , determined only by its values on the three vertices. It is obvious that U h ⊂ U = H 1 0 (Ω). Let K = △P i P j P k be any triangular element and P(x, y) a point in the element (cf. Fig. 3 ).
Introduce the area coordinates (λ i , λ j , λ k ) as follows:
5)
where S i , S j , S k , and S are the areas of △PP j P k , △P i PP k , △P i P j P, and △P i P j P k , respectively. The mapping (2.5) maps △P i P j P k onto a reference elementK with verticesP i (0, 0),P j (1, 0), andP k (0, 1) on the (λ j , λ k ) plane (cf. Fig. 4 ).
The area coordinates and the orthogonal coordinates have the following relationship:
It is easy to deduce that on the element K
where and in what follows, if there is no danger of confusion, we write in short u i = u h (x i , y i ), etc. For u ∈ U = H 1 0 (Ω), let Π h u be the interpolation projection of u onto the trial function space U h . By the interpolation theory of Sobolev spaces (see [33] [34] [35] 
where C in this context indicates a positive constant which is possibly different at different occurrences, being independent of the spatial h and temporal mesh sizes.
The test space V h is chosen as the piecewise constant function space with respect to ℑ * h , spanned by the following basis functions: for any point P 0 ∈Ω h ,
By the interpolation theory we have
As in the case of nonconforming finite element methods, this is due to the loss of continuity of the functions in V h on the boundary of two neighboring elements. So the bilinear form a(u, v) must be revised accordingly. For nonconforming finite element methods, the idea is to write the integral on the whole region as a sum of the integrals on every element K , so
For the FVE methods, i.e., generalized difference methods, we place a dual grid and interpret (2.13) in the sense of generalized functions, i.e., δ functions on the boundary of neighboring dual elements. Or equivalently, we take a(u, v) as the bilinear form resulting from the piecewise integrations by parts on the dual elements
where  ∂K * denotes the line integrals, with the counter-clockwise direction, on the boundary ∂K * of the dual element. Since V h is the piecewise constant function space with the characteristic functions of the dual elements K * as the basis functions, then Problem (I) becomes the integral interpolation method based on the integral conservation law (the balance equation)
Then the semi-discrete FVE (or generalized difference) scheme for (2.2) is rewritten as follows.
So the FVE method, i.e., the generalized difference method is a significant generalization of the finite difference method. From [5] we have the following four lemmas.
Lemma 1. Set
Then the pairs of norms | · | 1,h and | · | 1 , ‖ · ‖ 0,h and ‖ · ‖ 0 , and ‖ · ‖ 1,h and ‖ · ‖ 1 are equivalent on U h , respectively.
where the leading term
is symmetric, bounded, and coercive (or positive definite), i.e.,
26)
and there are two positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that 
Lemma 4. There holds the following statement:
Let τ denote the time step size, and t n = nτ (n = 0, 1, . . . , N = T /τ ), u n h = u h (t n ). If the differential quotient u ht in the semi-discrete scheme, i.e., Problem (II ′ ) is approximated with the backward difference quotient∂ t u n h = (u n h − u n−1 h )/τ at time t = t n , then the fully discrete FVE approximation scheme of Problem (II ′ ) is read as follows. 34) or, is equivalently read as follows.
Problem (III) or (IV) is referred to as a backward Euler FVE (or generalized difference) scheme. By Lemmas 3 and 4, we have
This guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution u n h for Problem (III) or (IV) from the Lax-Milgram Theorem. And the following estimates hold (see Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 in [5] ).
be the solution to Problem (II), and u n h the solution to the backward Euler FVE scheme, i.e., Problem (III), respectively. Then, for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, for Problem (III) or (IV), which are referred to as snapshots and introduced by Sirovich in [18] .
Remark 1. When one computes actual problems, one may obtain the ensemble of snapshots from physical system trajectories by drawing samples from experiments and interpolation (or data assimilation), then restructure the POD optimal basis for the ensemble of snapshots by using the following POD method, and finally the trial function space U h is substituted for the subspace generated with POD basis in order to derive a reduced order dynamical system with numbers of lower dimension. Thus, the future change of physical phenomenon can be quickly simulated, which is a result of much importance for real-life applications.
Generation of POD basis and reduced FVE formulation based on POD technique for Problem (IV)
For u (3.1) and refer to V as the space generated by the snapshots {U i } L i=1 at least one of which is assumed to be non-zero. Let {ψ j } l j=1 denote an orthonormal basis of V with l = dim V. Then each member of the ensemble can be expressed as
The method of POD consists in finding the orthonormal basis ψ j (i = 1, 2, . . . , L) such that for every d (1 ≤ d ≤ l) the mean square error between the elements U i (1 ≤ i ≤ L) and the corresponding dth partial sum of (3.2) is minimized on average
of (3.3) and (3.4) is known as a POD basis of rank d.
By (3.2) and orthonormality of ψ j , we can rewrite (3.3) as follows.
Thus, in order to assure (3.5) minimum, it is equivalent to finding orthonormal basis ψ j (j = 1, 2, . . . , L) such that
In other words, (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent to looking for a function ψ, or the so-called POD basis element, such that most
We cite the idea of snapshots introduced by Sirovich in [18] and choose a special class of trail functions for ψ to be of the form:
where the coefficients a i are to be determined so that ψ given by expression (3.9) provides a maximum for (3.8). Thus, (3.8) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem Av = λv, (3.10) where A = (A ik ) L×L and
and λ depends on h and τ due to V depending on them. Since the matrix A is a nonnegative Hermitian matrix which has rank l, it has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors
with the corresponding eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ l > 0. Thus, the solution to the optimization for (3.3) is given by
where a 1 i are the elements of the eigenvector v 1 corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ 1 . The remaining POD basis elements ψ i (i = 2, 3, . . . , l) are obtained by using the elements of other eigenvectors v i (i = 2, 3, . . . , l), i.e.,
Moreover, the POD basis {ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ l } forms an orthonormal set and holds the following results (see [18, 21, 22] ). Proposition 6. Let λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ l > 0 denote the positive eigenvalues of A and v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v l the associated orthonormal eigenvectors. Then a POD basis of rank d ≤ l is given by (3.15) where (v i ) j denotes the jth component of the eigenvector v i . Furthermore, the following error formula holds 
Proof. The proof of inequality (3.19) has been given in [19, 20] . It is only necessary to prove inequality (3.20) . We consider the following variational problem (∇w, ∇ϕ) = (u − P h u, ϕ), ∀ϕ ∈ U.
(3.21)
Since u − P h u ∈ U, Eq. (3.21) has a unique solution w ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) ∩ H 2 (Ω) such that ‖w‖ 2 ≤ C ‖u − P h u‖ 0 . Taking ϕ = u − P h u in (3.21) and using (3.18), we get that
22)
Taking w h = Π h w as interpolation function of w in U h and using (2.8) or interpolation theory (see [33] [34] [35] ) and (3.22) , we obtain that Thus, by using U d , we can obtain the reduced formulation based on POD for Problem (IV) as follows. (3.25) where Π * h is defined by (2.11).
Remark 2.
If ℑ h is a uniformly regular triangulation and U h is the space of piecewise linear function, the total degrees of freedom for Problem (IV), i.e., the number of unknown quantities is N h (where N h is the number of vertices of triangles in ℑ h ; see [33, 34] ), while the number of total degrees of freedom for Problem (V) is d (d ≪ l ≤ L ≪ N). For scientific engineering problems, the number of vertices of triangles in ℑ h is more than tens of thousands or even more than a hundred million, while d is only the number of few maximal eigenvalues which is chosen L snapshots from the N snapshots so that it is very very small (for example, in Section 5, d = 6, while N h = 100 × 100 = 10 000). Therefore, Problem (V) is a reduced FVE formulation based on POD method for Problem (IV). Moreover, since the development and change of a large number of future nature phenomena are closely related to previous results, for example, weather change, biology anagenesis, and so on, one may truly capture laws of change of natural phenomena by using existing results as snapshots to structure POD basis and solving corresponding PDEs. Therefore, the POD methods provide useful and important applications.
Error estimates of solution for Problem (V)
In this section, we refer to the usual FVE method to derive the error estimates for Problem (V). We have the following main result for Problem (V). 
Summing (4.8) for 1, 2, . . . , n and using Lemmas 2-4 yield
For n satisfying 1 ≤ n ≤ N, we might well let n i ≤ n ≤ n i+1 ≤ N (i = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1) and n i ≤ n ≤ (n i + n i+1 )/2.
Expanding u n h into Taylor series with respect to t n i yields that
where ϵ i is the step number from t n to t n i (i = 1, 2, . . . , L). If snapshots are taken at uniform intervals, then ϵ i ≤ N/(2L). If u ht is bound, we obtain from (4.12) that 
(4.12)
Using triangular inequality and noting that k = O(h) and
which completes the proof of Theorem 8.
Combining Theorems 5 and 8 yields the following result. 
where λ j 's rely on h and τ since V depends on them. L of snapshots and the number N of all time instances. Therefore, it is unnecessary to take total transient solutions at all time instances t n as snapshots (see [19, 20] ). Theorems 8 and 9 have presented the error estimates between the solution of the reduced FVE formulation Problem (V) and the solution of the usual FVE formulation Problem (IV) and Problem (II), respectively. Our method here employs some FVE solutions u n h (n = 1, 2, . . . , N) for Problem (IV) as assistant analysis.
However, when one computes actual problems, one may obtain the ensemble of snapshots from physical system trajectories by drawing samples from experiments and interpolation (or data assimilation) or previous results. Therefore, the assistant u n h (n = 1, 2, . . . , N) could be replaced with the interpolation functions of experimental and previous results, thus rendering it unnecessary to solve Problem (IV), and requiring only to solve directly Problem (V) such that Theorem 8 is satisfied. And then, time instances are continuously extrapolated forward and POD basis is ceaselessly renewed, the rules of future development and change of natural phenomenon would be very well simulated.
Some numerical experiments
In this section, we present some numerical examples of the two-dimensional parabolic problems to show the advantage of the reduced POD FVE formulation, i.e., Problem (V).
Without losing generality, we might as well take source term f (x, y, t) = 0, then the two-dimensional parabolic problems with the initial condition u(x, y, 0) = sin πx sin π y can be written as follows.
u(x, y, 0) = sin π x sin π y, (x, y) ∈ Ω,
where Ω = {(x, y); 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1}, ∂Ω denotes the boundary of Ω. We first divide the fieldΩ into 100 × 100 small squares with side length △x = △y = 0.01, and then link the diagonal of the square to divide each square into two triangles in the same direction which consists of triangularization ℑ h . Thus h = Fig. 7 is the error between the POD FVE solution and the usual FVE
When we take 6 POD bases and τ = 0.01, by computing we obtain that [ ∑ 20 j=6+1 λ j ] 1/2 + τ ≤ 0.03. Fig. 8 theoretically shows the errors (log10) between the solutions u n d of Problem (V) with 20 different numbers of POD bases and a solution u n h of the usual FVE formulation Problem (IV) at t = 100τ (i.e., n = 100) and t = 200τ (i.e., n = 200), respectively.
Comparing the usual FVE formulation Problem (IV) with the reduced FVE formulation Problem (V) containing 6 POD bases implementing the numerical simulation computations when total time t = 200τ , we find that for usual FVE formulation Problem (IV) with piecewise linear polynomials for u n h , which has 100 × 100 = 10 000 degrees of freedom, the required computing time is 18 min, while for the reduced FVE formulation Problem (V) with 6 POD bases, which has only 6 degrees of freedom, the corresponding time is only six seconds, i.e., the required computing time to solve the usual FVE formulation Problem (IV) is 180 times as that to do the reduced FVE formulation Problem (V) with 6 POD bases, while the errors between their respective solutions do not exceed 3 × 10 −2 . Though our examples are in a sense recomputing what we have already computed by the usual FVE formulation, when we compute actual problems, we may structure the snapshots and POD basis with interpolation or data assimilation by drawing samples from experiments, then solve directly the reduced FVE formulation, while it is unnecessary to solve the usual FVE formulation. Thus, the time-consuming calculations and resource demands in the computational process will be greatly saved. It is also shown that finding the approximate solutions for twodimensional solute transport problems with the reduced FVE formulation Problem (V) is computationally very effective. And the results for numerical examples are consistent with those obtained for the theoretical case. 
Conclusions and perspective
In this paper, we have employed the POD basis to derive a reduced FVE formulation for two-dimensional parabolic problems, analyzed the errors between the solution of their usual FVE formulation and solution of the POD reduced FVE formulation, and discussed theoretically the relation between the number of snapshots and the number of solutions at all time instances, which have shown that our present method has improved and innovated the existing methods. We have validated the correctness of our theoretical results with numerical examples. Though snapshots and POD basis of our numerical examples are structured with the solution of the usual FVE formulation, when one computes actual problems, this process can be omitted in actual applications and one may structure the snapshots and POD basis with interpolation or data assimilation by drawing samples from experiments, then solve Problem (V), while it is unnecessary to solve Problem (IV). Thus, the time-consuming calculations and resource demands in the computational process are greatly saved and the computational efficiency is vastly improved. Therefore, the method in this paper holds a good prospect of extensive applications.
In this paper, we use only the forward FVE formulation based POD to deal with parabolic equations. However, to solve an inverse problem of parabolic equations, for example, to find the initial conditions, boundary conditions, source term, coefficients (if needed), discussing the POD basic sensitivity of initial condition, and so on, by using existing data with the POD technique is very interesting work and an important applied topic of POD, which is our future research work. In future another research work in this area will aim at extending the reduced FVE formulation as well as applying it to a realistic atmospheric operational forecast system and to a set of more complicated PDEs such as the atmosphere quality forecast system, the ocean fluid forecast system, and so on. Moreover, there are still many interesting works for POD applications, for instance, FVE methods based on adaptive POD, FVE methods based on Trust-Region-POD, FVE methods based on POD a posterior error estimates, and so on, which are also worth studying.
